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Timeline

1. Collect wind data from tall towers
2. Read and process wind speed and wind direction data

INDECIS Raw-Data Set - INDECIS-RDS

3. QC Procedures (QC Rules) + Homogenization
4. Validation of the Quality Control Software Suite

(Benchmarking experiment)

INDECIS Quality Controlled and Homogenized
Data Set - INDECIS-QCHDS

5. Climate indices calculation
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Collection of data from tall towers

Kentish Flats windfarm, UK
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Collection of data from tall towers

Kentish Flats windfarm, UK
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Collection of data from tall towers

Identification of tall towers. Tower metadata:
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Collection of data from tall towers

Tall towers identified around the globe:

311 tall towers
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Collection of data from tall towers

Tall towers identified in Europe:

93 tall towers
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Read data and processing

I 194 sites have been processed (62% of the 311 masts)

I Storing wind speed and wind direction measurements

I Common final format (NetCDF)
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Read data and processing
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Read data and processing

I 194 sites have been processed (62% of the 311 masts)

I Save wind speed and wind direction measurements

I Common final format (NetCDF)

I How will be these data integrated in ECA&D portal?

I Redistribution of wind data. Data policy.

I Freely available
I Available with conditions
I Prohibited transferring to thirds
I Not downloadable

I Updates: final update at the end of the project. Scripts
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QC procs. and homogenization techniques

Quality Control tests list (QCRs):

I QC During reading data
I Inspection of metadata and site surroundings for

non-recommended installation practices
I Plausible values test.

Maximum wind speed value: wind speed world record measurement: 113.2
ms−1 in Australia

I Internal consistency tests.
I Repeated sequences
I Out of range test
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QC procs. and homogenization techniques

Quality Control tests list (QCRs):

I Spike test:
Step test: 20 ms−1 for 2-min avg wind speed (WMO)

10 ms−1 for 10-min and 30-min data (Jimenez et al., 2010)

I Rate of change test: excessive rise/fall test
The rate of change between WS(n-1) and WS(n) must be less than the IQR

I Differences between extreme values of the empirical
distribution

I Flat line test: detect invariable values
I Attenuated signal test
I Multi variate test: comparison to other variables and sensors

(redundancy)
I Systematic errors
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QC procs. and homogenization techniques

Software packages for QC and homogenization

I Climatol (R package)
I Windographer
I Action ES0601
I HOME_R
I RClimdexExtraQC
I Acmant, AnClim

Benchmarking experiment
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Climate indices (WP4)

I Capacity factor (CF):

CF = produced power in a time period t
maximum produced power in a time period t

I Wind Power Density (WPD):

WPD = 1
2 ∗ ρ ∗ v3

I Analysis of relations between sectorial data and these indices
for specific sites
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Climate indices (WP6)

Comparison between point observations and reanalyses output.

I Pilot study for wind energy:
North Sea

I Important increase of
installed power capacity

I Compute CF and WPD
with seasonal forecast
simulations for stations
within this region

I Comparison with data
measured in this region
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In a nutshell...

Here are the main tasks in chronological order:

1. Identify data from tall towers

2. Download, read and transform data into a common format

3. Application of Quality Control Rules

4. Application of the Homogenization techniques

5. Climate indices calculation for wind power: CF and WPD

6. Comparison of the indices with reanalyses output

7. Case study: verification of indices calculated from past
seasonal forecasts against those calculated with observations


